In the practical petroleum exploration, there appears to be some issues and confusions when the concept of fluid potential of Hubbert (1953) and England (1987) is applied. If the four kinds of energy in a fluid potential (e.g. buoyancy, stratigraphic pressure, capillary pressure and hydrodynamic forces) are simply added together, it will confuse the relationship between the mechanisms of different forces that cause petroleum to migrate and accumulate while neglect the differences caused by the different forces that control the hydrocarbon accumulation, and thus mix the contributions of different forces to hydrocarbon pooling. The causes to these issues include human factors such as inadequate understanding and/or over simplification of the practical problems and misunderstanding of Hubbert's original formula. To make the fluid potential concept more useful and powerful in the practical petroleum exploration further revision and perfection to the conceptual model of fluid potential is required. Fluid potential can be expressed as the potential energy of a unit volume of fluid within a sedimentary basin. For the convenience of discussion, it is here expressed as the work that requires to be done by a unit volume of hydrocarbon fluid in its internal migration to the effective source rock center. In the study of the effect of fluid potential on the control of petroleum, attention should be paid to the fact that different types of fluid potential are produced by different dynamic forces, to which the relative strength consideration must be given respectively. The migration, accumulation and pooling of petroleum may be realized by the joint control of multiple dynamic forces, and the characteristics of such movements remain unchanged in zones with low potential. A successful practical application of the fluid potential concept to petroleum exploration is exemplified using an example from the Dongying Depression, the Bohai Bay Basin, east China, where over 90% of the commercial discoveries in the reservoirs within the Shahejie Formation are distributed in areas with both favourable lithofacies and a low potential.
INTRODUCTION
Form the perspective of dynamics, petroleum accumulation is a particular case in the course of petroleum migration, and a hydrocarbon trap is a place where the dynamic force of hydrocarbon migration and the resisting force reach a balance to cause hydrocarbons be at a standstill (Hobson, 1954; Magoon and Dow, 1994; Hobson, 1997; Sun et al., 2009) . Hubbert (1940) gave a relatively comprehensive description of the movement of underground fluids by proposing the concept, theory and method of fluid potential. Hubbert (1953) and England (1987) replenished and perfected the concept of fluid potential. The fluid potential concept had not been applied to the petroleum system analysis until the 1980s when Dahlberg (1982) published his monograph entitled Hydrodynamics in Petroleum Exploration on fluid potential. In the late 1980s the development of quantitative research methods made it possible for the concept of fluid potential to be applied in computer simulations of hydrocarbon migration and accumulation (Dahlberg, 1995) . Since then it became convenient to describe hydrocarbon migration and accumulation using the concept of fluid potential, which is a reflection of the joint action of the hydrodynamic force, fluid pressure, buoyancy and capillary force on the movement of underground fluids. Petroleum geologists began to pay more attention to its role in hydrocarbon migration and accumulation (Lan et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2011) . At present the concept of fluid potential has become one of the most adopted quantitative methods in the petroleum field in studying petroleum migration and accumulation (Craig et al., 1991; Lerche and Thomsen, 1994; Carruthers and Ringose, 1998; Hindle, 1997) .
The introduction of fluid potential to study the action of the underground fluids may improve our understanding of the controls over hydrocarbon migration and accumulation and energy distribution in a sedimentary basin. It can also help us to understand the formation of fluid systems in a basin so as to improve the prediction of hydrocarbon migration route, favorable hydrocarbon accumulation zones, exploration target zones and improve the success ratio of drilling (Zhang et al., 1999) . Over the seventy years since the introduction of the concept of fluid potential, however, there have been some practical issues with its application in petroleum exploration practices. For instance, the pressure of fluid potential fields is considered to be too simplistic and the various dynamic forces cannot be simply superposed (Liu and Zheng, 2000) ; the need to subdivide the isoline map in the light of fluid potential to study the petroleum accumulation system and analyze macroscopically the direction in which a fluid migrates (Li, 1994; Jin et al., 2001; Ye and Gu, 2001; Liu et al., 2002; Jiao et al., 2008) , its inability to explain in depth the intrinsic law of hydrocarbon enrichment for example, in the case of co-existence of both lithologic reservoirs in the high-potential areas within a sag and stratigraphic reservoirs in the low-potential areas at the margin of the same basin; some traps may become hydrocarbon reservoirs, some are highly oil-bearing while others are poorly oilbearing or water saturated.
THE CONCEPT OF FLUID POTENTIAL AND ITS EXPRESSION
There are a number of conceptual models on fluid potential in the literature. The most adopted one is that proposed by Hubbert (1940; 1953) and England (1987) . Hubbert (1953) introduced the concept of mechanic energy to study fluid dynamics and defined 'potential' as "the amount of work that would be required to transport a unit mass of this fluid from some arbitrarily chosen standard position and state to the position and state of the point considered". Namely, fluid potential at any point can be regarded as the amount of work to be done by a unit mass of this fluid that is transported from some arbitrarily chosen standard position and state to the position considered. England (1987) made an improvement on Hubbert's concept of fluid potential and suggested that 'potential' should be defined as "the work necessary to transfer a unit volume of fluid from the reference condition to the relevant (subsurface) condition of interest". Hubbert's fluid potential concept has been widely accepted since it was brought forward and some textbooks even term 'fluid potential' as Hubbert's potential. The essence of Hubbert and England's definitions of potential basically is quite similar, the latter giving consideration chiefly to the compressibility of natural gas, more suitable to the calculation of gas potential in the fluid potential field. Both Hubbert and England believed that a fluid dynamic force can influence the scale of a fluid potential which includes four principal components: buoyancy, stratigraphic pressure, capillary pressure and hydrodynamic forces. However, their quantitative expressions of fluid potential are different. Hubbert's fluid potential (1953) was divided into water potential, oil potential and gas potential with different meanings. Of the three, oil potential is expressed as
Where Φ O stands for the fluid potential of oil, J; g for the acceleration, m/s 2 ; Z for the depth of burial, m; P for the formation fluid pressure, Pa; ρ O for the function of the fluid density that changes with the pressure, kg/m 3 ; P C for the capillary pressure, Pa.
In England's expression of fluid potential (1987) , there was a difference in water potential from oil and gas potentials. His expression of oil and gas potential is as follows:
(2) Where Φ P stands for the fluid of potential for oil and gas J; P for the formation fluid pressure, Pa; ρ for the function of the fluid density that changes with the pressure, kg/m 3 ; g for the gravitational velocity, m/s 2 ; γ for the interfacial tension, N/m; r for the radius of the pore throat of rock, m.
Considering the controlling factors of fluid potential, both Hubbert and England asserted that the flow of a fluid gives rise to kinetic energy. However under geological conditions, the velocity of fluid flow is so slow (the average subsurface velocity of the horizontal migration of oil through sandstones is around 8 × 10 −10 m/s, while its speed of vertical migration in shale being 4 × 10 -13 m/s ) that its kinetic energy could be neglected. Although Hubbert (1953) used much space to introduce the size, direction and expression of the oil/water interfacial tension in porous media, however, he did not take into account the fact that the interfacial energy arising from the capillary pressure could be calculated when he was calculating the fluid potential. This was because he regarded that the interfacial energy arising from the capillary pressure in the transporting formation was negligible. England (1987) took into consideration the role of the interfacial energy arising form the capillary pressure in the porous media and calculated the oil-bearing saturation in porous media under the action of the interface by applying Darcy equation.
MAJOR PROBLEMS WITH THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THE FLUID POTENTIAL CONCEPT TO HYDROCARBON PROSPECTING
After Hubbert's concept on fluid potential was brought forward, research institutions and oil companies around the world began to pay great attention to it. After the publication of the monograph by Freeze and Cherry (1979) on the groundwater, a classic work referred in hydrogeology, the central role of the fluid potential theory has been clearly noticed. Dahlberg (1982) gave a systematic introduction to the computational method for fluid potential and the U, V and Z law, in particular. Many oil companies set up special research groups on hydrodynamics and began to study problems associated with the movement of fluid potential during basin simulations. It has been asserted that oil, gas and water always migrate from an area with high potential energy to an area with low potential energy and accumulate in a trap with low potential energy to form a hydrocarbon accumulation. In accordance with the above principle and by referring to the Φ P P gz r = − + ρ γ 2 characteristics and variations of the field of hydrocarbon potential energy, the direction of hydrocarbon migration and the favorable areas for accumulation in a studied area at different periods can be theoretically predicted. However, in practice there have not been many successful predictions. There are still some problems with the practical application of the concept of fluid potential to hydrocarbon exploration.
Separation of the relationship between the force and energy of hydrocarbon migration and accumulation
From the perspective of mechanic energy and energy conservation, Hubbert (1953) studied the dynamic forces and the potential energy of the underground water, both of which are present in oil-bearing basins. Due to the extreme complexity of the forcebearing direction and strength of water, however, under the technical constraints of his time, he could not quantitatively calculate the strength of the force of the underground fluids and their characteristic variations within the heterogeneous subsurface rocks. He considered both work and energy and the relationship of their mutual transformation to be vectors. However, energy and potential are directionless scalars, while potential difference produces motive force and can overcome the resistance, causing hydrocarbon to migrate. Thus the potential (energy) can be used to quantitatively calculate the kinetic feature and law of variations of the underground fluids. This philosophy could be regarded as a mutation of quality in research on the fluid kinetics, making it possible for the study of fluid kinetics being from qualitatively to quantitatively, and allowing a quantitative analysis of the direction, migration and specific location of the underground fluids acted upon by motive forces (Ye, and Gu, 2001) . Under the geologic conditions there are chiefly four kinds of fluid motive forces that can act on the fluids. Therefore, potential energy consists mainly of four components. In both the quantitative calculation formula of fluid potential set by Hubbert (1953) and England (1987) and the simplified calculation model of fluid potential established by Dahlberg (1982) , the potentials caused by four kinds of forces (consideration is given chiefly to gravitation and formation pressure in practice) were added together. This simple addition separates the relationship between force and energy. The work done by kinetic energy and force can be added together in the calculation of mechanic energy, as energy is conservational, and the sum of the two remains unchanged. However, under geologic conditions, different forces (F) of fluids have different directions ( Fig. 1 ), so the resultant force (Σfi) produced due to the comprehensive action of different kinds of forces is not simply equal to a mathematic summing up of different motive forces. Therefore, the work done by the resultant force, namely fluid potential (ΣFi) S, is not equal to the sum Σ(Fi . S) of the work done by different forces.
Confusion of the relationship between the hydrocarbon migration and accumulation mechanisms from different forces
Under geologic conditions, there are four principal fluid dynamic forces that control the migration and accumulation of fluids, and the hydrocarbon migration and accumulation mechanisms of different forces are different. As shown in Figure 2 , due to the role of gravitation, hydrocarbon always has a buoyancy gradient from the bottom to the top and the direction of the buoyancy force is always upward. Due to the abnormal formation pressure caused by a high-pressure fluid, the direction of hydrocarbon migration is always in a direction in which the pressure diminishes from a high-pressure area to a lowpressure one. Either the bottom or top of an abnormal pressure compartment may be the direction in which the pressure decreases, possibly up or down. Fluids flow (chiefly the flow of water) can produce a kind of inertia and the direction of the movement of hydrocarbons always conforms to the movement of water. Capillary pressure plays a role mainly on the interface of multi-phase fluids where a capillary pressure difference occurs. As to hydrocarbons, capillary pressure plays roles in parts where there exist differences in the pore throat radius in the rocks or in the presence of wettability changes. The acting capillary forces are chiefly on the micro-interfaces with the direction usually being from rocks with low-porosity and permeability to those with high-porosity and permeability, thereby resulting in hydrocarbon migrating from around sand bodies towards within sand bodies. Comparatively, of these four geologic forces, the first three often serve as the 894 The concept of fluid potential and its practical application to petroleum exploration principal dynamic force for hydrocarbon migration in a general case and play macro control in hydrocarbon migration and accumulation. However, the role of capillary pressure is of microscopic. Under different conditions, it may be a driving or a resisting force for hydrocarbon migration. Therefore, the relationship between hydrocarbon migration and accumulation mechanisms of different forces will be confused if those different forces are simply added up together by encompassing both the driving forces and resisting forces and mixing the macro mechanisms with the micro mechanisms. The fluid potential of Hubbert (1953) and England's (1987) is in fact a kind of differential potential energy that a fluid has when it flows. The overall effect of the potential during the action of different forces is not equal to the potential of the comprehensive action of different forces. If the potentials of different forces are simply added up together, it will obliterate the disparity between different forces and their peculiarity in reservoir pooling, especially for the interfacial energy caused by the action of capillary pressure, which is often neglected in the computation of fluid potential and its application.
Confusion of the different types of reservoir plays controlled by different forces
The fluid potential-controlled hydrocarbon movement under the action of the motive forces of different fluids can be divided into four categories. The hydrocarbon accumulation mechanisms of different types of reservoirs are impacted by different potentials, but all reservoir accumulations have a common basic geologic feature, that is, occurring in areas with relatively low potential ( Fig. 3) . When the geo-potential energy is acted upon by buoyancy force, often at the local structural high, the apex of the anticline is a low-potential region that chiefly controls the migration and accumulation process of hydrocarbons related to the anticlinal oil pool away from the source rocks. When compressive energy is acted upon by an abnormal pressure, outside or at the edge of the pressure compartment, there often exists a low-potential area that chiefly controls the distribution of faulted-block oil pools, which are related to pressure release away from the source rocks. When hydrocarbons are acted upon by the differential capillary pressure, the interfacial potential energy plays a main role in the contact (interface) zone of sandstone and mudstone, where the sandstone wrapped by mudstone is often the part with low interfacial energy, and thus become the primary mechanism controlling the migration and accumulation process of the lithologic oil pools as well as the hydrocarbon-bearing characteristics of traps. When hydrocarbons are acted upon by hydrodynamic forces, the dynamic energy often forms a lowpotential area where water flows at a decelerated speed, thus making it possible to form a hydrodynamic oil pool. For a specific oil pool, the motive force for its accumulation might be a result of comprehensive interactions of a few kinds of motive forces.
As both Hubbert (1953) and England (1987) simply added up the numerical values of the fluid potentials caused by different forces, the sum of the values of potential energy could not well reflect the disparity of different forces or the difference between various types of oil pools controlled by different forces. To use the sum of the potential energy in stead of the comprehensive potential energy may lower the effect of the interaction of the forces as one of the chief factors for oil accumulation. What plays a dominant role in hydrocarbon migration and accumulation is not merely a problem with the fluid potential but an issue with both the dynamic and resisting forces, or a problem with the interaction between the dynamic moving force and the resisting force, and as well as whether a balance between the two can be reached.
Unable to differentiate contributions of different forces to oil accumulations
The scale and magnitude defined by different forces are different. Therefore the use of the sum of different kinds of potential energy to discuss oil accumulation and distribution may cover up the impact of the potential energy with a minor scale, thus making it impossible to conduct an in-depth study. Take the middle of the third member of the Shahejie Formation in the Dongying Depression, the Bohai Bay Basin as an example. In the application of Hubbert's (1953) formula to calculate fluid potential, if the ground surface is used as the base level reference to calculate the geo-potential, different forces would have very different values (Fig. 1 ). In the light of the average depth of burial and the distribution characteristic of the middle of the third member of the Shahejie Formation, if an average depth of 800 -4200 m is taken, then the value for the geo-potential ranges between 8000 J and 41160 J (averaging 24580 J). The value for the pressure energy would be 0 -12920 J (averaging 6460 J) when using the average stratigraphic pressure coefficient (1-1.3). The value for the interfacial energy would be 7 × 10 2 -2 × 10 3 J (averaging 1350 J) based on the distribution 896 The concept of fluid potential and its practical application to petroleum exploration characteristics of the interfacial tension under the geologic condition (0.02-0.07 N/m) and the radius of the throat of the rock (0.1-10 × 10 −3 m). In calculating the kinetic energy, with the speed of the flow of the underground water to be considered and in light of the characteristics of the compaction flow of water, the kinetic energy would be 0-8.18 × 10 −12 J (averaging 4.09 × 10 −12 J) corresponding to a flow velocity of water of 0-2.86 × 10 -6 m/s. When the values of the four kinds of energy are compared ( Fig. 4) , obviously the value of the geo-potential and pressure energy are relatively big. The value of the geo-potential in particular is significantly great and becomes predominant. In contrast, the value of the interfacial energy is relatively small and the value of the dynamic energy in the case is extremely small, close to zero. The result from using Hubbert's (1953) fluid potential formula to calculate fluid potentials is that the interfacial potential energy arising from the capillary pressure is low and often neglected in the calculation, since the radius of the throat of the reservoir rock is usually large. The general trend of variations of the fluid potential in normal cases is consistent with that of the variations of the depth of burial, reflecting only the macro migration of hydrocarbons. Take an example, Berry (1973) studied the fluid potential in the California Coast Ranges. In the paper, a cross section C-C' was chosen to analyze the abnormally high potential distribution and their cause (Fig. 5 ), and it has been shown that the abnormally high potential was related to structural contour and fluid pressure ( Fig. 6 ). Besides, since the choices of the base levels are different and there are differences in calculating the scale of fluid potential, thus the absolute values of the fluid potential are not comparable (Fig. 1) , which cannot reflect the micro feature and hydrocarbon migration and accumulation mechanisms. Therefore, by simply adding up the numerical values of different potential energy to calculate fluid potential by using Hubbert's fluid potential formula, it may cover up the contribution of the minor potential energy on a hydrocarbon accumulation, since the scales and magnitudes of potential energy defined by different forces are different. 
MAIN PROBLEMS ARISING FROM THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THE FLUID POTENTIAL CONCEPT TO HYDROCARBON EXPLORATION
There are four major causes for the problems in the application of the fluid potential concept to hydrocarbon exploration:
The first cause arises from the artificial definition. Geo-potential, from its definition, can only be referred in a relative sense, which is against a relative base or a reference level (Fig. 1) , while the other three types of energy are in absolute values that can be measured in practice. To add up the relative value of the 898 The concept of fluid potential and its practical application to petroleum exploration geo-potential and the other three kinds of energy with absolute values will inevitably obscure the impact of these minor types of potential energy on hydrocarbon accumulation. The second cause is due to a deviation of the understanding of the fluid potential concept in the literature. As the potential energy is defined as the total sum of mechanic energy, whether the interfacial energy can be categorized the category of mechanic energy also deserves a discussion. Although both Hubbert (1953) and England (1987) introduced the interfacial energy to the potential energy formula, they never calculated its value in practice.
The third cause arises from the over simplification of the fluid potential concept in computation. To use the comprehensive potential to represent the interaction of multiple forces makes the method and technique of solving the problem convenient. However, this covers up the disparity of different types of reservoir plays that were formed under the actions and interactions of different forces, neglecting the role of capillary force in oil pooling.
The fourth cause is due to an error in the common understanding of the fluid potential concept and especially the distribution of the comprehensive potential energy. It can only be understood macroscopically, so special attention must be paid to research on the microscopic components. To discuss the issue of the fluid potential one cannot deviate from its physical definition. Consideration must be taken into account on the vectors as well as the heterogeneity under geologic conditions. For instance, the scale of geo-potential is related to the ground. To apply it to physical simulation experiments deserves further discussion.
REVISION OF THE EXISTING FLUID POTENTIAL MODEL AND ITS APPLICATION TO HYDROCARBON PROSPECTING 5.1. The concept of fluid potential
The concept of fluid potential of Hubbert (1953) and England's (1987) provides a conceptual model and framework for further research and application. Their formulas require validation, improvement and perfection in practice. Fluid potential is in essence a kind of potential energy in a fluid. If there is no transport system present, in different oil pooling dynamic systems, fluid potential cannot play its role in hydrocarbon migration and accumulation. As for the oil and gas in a sedimentary basin, the direction in which hydrocarbon migrates and accumulates is always from the hydrocarbon source kitchen to the reservoirs (Schowalter, 1979) . Therefore fluid potential should be expressed as: the potential energy that a unit volume of fluid in a sedimentary basin has. For the convenience of discussing the problem, fluid potential can be expressed as the work that needs to be done by transporting a unit volume of a hydrocarbon fluid in a target formation to the effective hydrocarbon source rock center.
The relativity of fluid potential
As discussed above there are four major geologic forces in a sedimentary basin, the fluid potential produced can be classified in light of the types of energy into: (1) geopotential energy produced by the interaction of buoyancy, (2) pressure energy produced by the action of overpressure, (3) interfacial energy produced by the action of capillary pressure, and (4) kinetic energy produced during the current movement, etc. The four kinds of fluid potential cannot simply be added up together, so the characteristics that a geologic fluid potential has is that the comprehensive fluid potential that a fluid has at a certain point underground, which is far less than the absolute sum of different kinds of potential energy under the interaction of different motive forces. The value of fluid potential cannot be simply added up together. Due to the potential differential, the motive force that a fluid produces to overcome the resisting force would let hydrocarbons migrate physically. Then, how to quantitatively express the control of oil pooling by fluid potential?
Fluid potential is a kind of potential energy as well as a kind of relative energy. Where there is a potential differential, there should be a possibility for hydrocarbon migration. Potential differential is a relative concept. So long as changes occur in any of the four kinds of potential energy that makes up a fluid potential, there will be a possibility for the fluid potential to vary its direction and thus cause movement. Therefore, when the control of hydrocarbon movement by a fluid potential is studied, the different dynamic mechanisms of interaction, under which different types of fluid potential are produced, ought to be classified and consideration be given respectively to their relative scales.
Relative interfacial potential energy
According to the formula of the capillary pressure and interfacial energy, the scale of interfacial energy, apart from its relationship with interfacial tension and wettability, is chiefly dependent upon the size of the radius of the throat of the rock. In the actual calculation, only when problems with the calculation of the pore throat of sandstone and mudstone as well as the interfacial tension and wettability must be solved in the first place can the magnitude of the interfacial potential energy be worked out. Predictions can be made on the distribution of the areas with low interfacial energy under capillary pressure using the distribution map of the porosity and permeability of the rocks within the target formation under actual geologic conditions. The radius of the throat of the rock is empirically calculated from the porosity and permeability of rocks. Then the relative potential energy can be calculated in combination with the radius of the pore throat of the rock tested, that is, to calculate by means of the statistic values the radius of the mentioned throat corresponding to both the possible maximum and minimum interfacial energy of the reservoir in a target formation for a given wettability. Then an index of the relative interfacial potential can be obtained by way of generalized calculation as described in Equation 3:
(3)
where Φ SI stands for the relative interfacial potential, Φ for the interfacial potential energy of the reservoir itself, J; Φmax for the interfacial potential of mudstone under a subsurface condition, J; Φmin for the maximum interfacial potential of the radius of the pore throat of sandstone under a subsurface condition, J.
Relative compressive potential energy
From the geologic characteristics of the low pressure energy controlling the reservoir under pressure, where there is less pressure of a fluid, the more favorable it will be for hydrocarbon to accumulate. However, under the actual geologic conditions, the place where the pressure of a fluid is relatively reduced is where the hydrocarbon would be accumulated. In their calculations of the pressure energy, our predecessors chose the ground as the basic reference level. In the actual geologic situation, the direction in which the fluid flows with the pressure diminishing is from the inside of an abnormal pressure compartment to the outside of it, from the center of a basin to its margins, from the lower part to the upper of a reservoir formation. Therefore, it is recommended in this work that in calculation of the pressure energy, the relative concepts ought to be applied, that to determine the decreased value of the pressure energy is to indicate its impact on the hydrocarbon pooling. Therefore the basic reference level determined should be the top or bottom of the abnormal pressure compartment, where the faster the pressure decreases the more favorable place for the pooling of hydrocarbon would be. The index (Φ PI ) of the relative pressure energy can be used the same way to indicate the control of pressure over the pooling of hydrocarbon:
where Φ PI stands for the index of relative pressure energy, Φ for the pressure energy of the reservoir itself, J; Φmax for the pressure energy that the top or bottom of a source kitchen has, J; Φmin for the static water pressure energy in a condition of deep burial, J.
Relative geo-potential energy
Although the density of a fluid underground may vary to some extent with the temperature and pressure, what decides the scale of geo-potential energy is still the relative position of the fluid. From this it can be known that the place with low potential energy is always a place of relatively shallow burial, namely, a place where the value of Z is relatively small. The index (Φ FI ) of relative potential energy can be used all the same to indicate the control of geo-potential energy over the pooling of hydrocarbons:
where Φ FI stands for the index of relative geo-potential energy, Φ for the geopotential energy of the reservoir itself, J; Φmin for the geo-potential energy the top or bottom of the source kitchen has, J; Φmax for the geo-potential energy that the surface of the ground has, J. In actual geologic situations, the prediction of the distribution of the areas controlled by the low potential energy of buoyancy force can be realized by using the structural isoline map of the target formation to locate structural local highs.
Relative kinetic energy
The slower the speed of the flow of a fluid is, the less the kinetic energy it will possesses. Therefore it would be more favorable for the hydrocarbon accumulations. In a sedimentary basin, water usually flows at a very slow speed and it is difficult to know the speed of fluid flows. For the convenience of expressing quantitatively the scale of the kinetic energy of both the motive forces of water and the fluid flow, the scales of the kinetic energy at different parts of the fluid flow are compared by calculating the volume of liquid discharge from a target formation. That is, the speed of the fluid flow is indicated by simulating the calculation of the strength of liquid discharge in a unit area within a target formation. In a sedimentary basin, the source of water is chiefly the squeezed flow of water formed due to compaction, and the scale of liquid discharge may reflect the scale and direction of the flow of water. The index (Φ mI ) of the relative kinetic energy can be used the same way to indicate the control of the current over the hydrocarbon pooling:
where Φ mI stands for the index of relative kinetic energy, Φ for the kinetic energy of the reservoir itself, J; Φmax for the kinetic energy that the top or bottom of the source kitchen has, J; Φmin for the kinetic energy that the margin of a basin has, J.
Mechanism of low potential-controlling hydrocarbon accumulation
Hydrocarbon migration and accumulation are jointly controlled by multiple motive forces. In an area with relatively low potential, the characteristics of hydrocarbon migration and accumulation remain unchanged and stable. Due to the difference in structural and sedimentary evolution, the forming and distribution of reservoirs are very complex. Different types of reservoirs can be developed at different parts of a basin at different stages of the basin evolution. Even on the same structural belt there may be a combination of different types of reservoirs. However, whatever the case is, the basic characteristics and pattern of low potential-controlling the hydrocarbon pooling always impacts its forming and distribution. Under different geologic conditions, there may be one or two kinds of reservoir-control patterns as the dominant factors. According to the four key components that form fluid potential, it can be obviously seen that the forming of a reservoir is a process of areas with low potential controlling the hydrocarbon pooling under the action of multiple motive forces. Therefore, the basic pattern of potential controlling the hydrocarbon pooling consists of the following four aspects (Fig. 7) .
(1) Under the action of buoyancy force, a fluid migrates from an area with high geo-potential to an area with low geo-potential, from the lower part to the upper part of the basin. On structural highs, hydrocarbons accumulate at places with relatively low potential energy and form structural reservoir plays, and anticline reservoir plays in particular.
(2) Under the action of capillary pressure, after it is generated in mudstones with high interfacial energy, a fluid (hydrocarbon) would migrate to the place with low interfacial energy, where the radius of the pore throat of the rock is relatively large. The place with low interfacial energy is generally the part where good quality
(poroperm) lithic sand stones are distributed. The action of capillary pressure differential makes hydrocarbon migrate towards good quality lithologic traps, where it forms lithologic reservoir plays.
(3) Under the action of fluid pressure, fluid (including water and hydrocarbon) migrates towards the direction in which the fluid pressure decreases. Hydrocarbons tend to migrate from places with high pressure energy to places with low pressure energy. In areas (e.g. a fault in particular) with a transport system, the pressure is normally discharged. The fault can then become a passage for pressure discharge with the fluid migrating up or down the fault to form faulted block reservoir plays under favourable situations (Hindle, 1997) . Otherwise, the fault would destroy the primary reservoir, forming secondary reservoirs in other parts.
(4) Under the action of hydrodynamic force, fluids, especially water, in a basin migrate towards the direction in which the speed of the flow of water (hydrodynamic force) diminishes, from places with high kinetic energy to places with low kinetic energy. The sedimentary compacted flow in the basin is in general a centrifugal flow that moves from depressed parts of the basin to the margin of it, from the lower parts to the upper part. In this case, the direction of the flow points to the margin of the basin. Hydrocarbons would accumulate in places where the speed of the flow slows down, stops or with its variable speed. Such reservoirs formed might be stratigraphic or hydrodynamic reservoir plays. Figure 7 . Diagram illustrating the interaction of potential-controlling hydrocarbon accumulation patterns.
PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF FLUID POTENTIAL TO HYDROCARBON EXPLORATION
The fluid potential method can be applied to evaluate the hydrocarbon accumulation targets within a basin quantitatively on the basis of basin analyses and if the relevant information can be gathered including (1) the structural map of the target formation and sedimentary facies map, (2) the isoline map of the porosity and permeability of rocks, (3) the pressure coefficient map and the liquid discharge strength map. Hydrocarbon prospects can be predicted based on both the strength and distribution of the palaeo-and present fluid potentials in combination with the analyses of the timing of hydrocarbon pooling, including chiefly the strength of the fluid potential during the period of pooling, to locate the areas with relatively low potential. In this section we take the middle of the third member of the Shahejie Formation in the Dongying Depression as an example to demonstrate how the revised fluid potential model can be effectively used practically to predict hydrocarbon accumulation prospects. On the basis of an analysis of the controls on the hydrocarbon accumulation by the source kitchen, a "near source-dominant facies-low potential pooling" model is applied to predict favorable exploration areas (Pang et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2008) .
Geological setting of the dongying depression
The Dongying Depression is a northeast-southwest-strike sub-basin in the south of the Bohai Bay Basin, east China. The depression can be divided into four sags (also depocenters) -the Minfeng sag, the Niuzhuang sag, the Lijin sag and the Boxing sag ( Fig. 8) and seven oil fields located in Niuzhuang, Shinan, Haojia, Dongxing, Lianjialou, Boxin and Binnan. The Tertiary was the most important period for the formation of source rocks, reservoir rocks and cap rocks and also the most key period of rifting and subsidence. Detailed descriptions of its geology and petroleum geology can be found in works by Hu et al. (1986) , Shuai and Wang (1993) , and Wang and Qian (1997) . The entire Tertiary succession is dominated by non-marine sandstones and mudstones with subordinate carbonates and evaporates. It is divided into five formationsthe Palaeogene Kongdian, Shahejie and Dongying formations, and the Neogene Guantao and Minghuazhen formations. Major petroleum-bearing strata of this depression are the third section of the Shahejie Formation (Es 3 ), and in this section, the lower and middle parts have dominated (Es 3 L and Es 3 M ). The stratigraphy of the Shahejie Formation is characteristic of dark-grey mudstones and oil shale rich in organic matters. So, the lower and middle section of Es 3 is the most prolific source rock. Streams with their sources in areas of high relief on the margin of the basin carried clastic sediments towards the basin, so large deltas and lake-floor fan-turbidite deposit systems were formed. The lateral facies in the Es 3 member changed from a subaqueous fan, to a delta, to a turbidite fan, to a, half-abyss and then to abyss that spreads from the margins towards the depocenter (Fig. 9 shows the facies distribution of the middle of the Es 3 ).
Characteristics of fluid potential
As the compressive energy is a potential that comes from pressures in the fluid itself and has a positive correlation with pressure (P), the evolution of the compressive energy can be illustrated by the evolution of the stratigraphic pressure. Xie et al. (2001) , Qiu et al. (2003) , Bao et al. (2007) analyzed the characteristics and distribution of an abnormal pressure system in the Tertiary Dongying Depression. Abnormal high pressure developed in the 3rd and 4th members of the Shahejie Formation (Es 3 and Es 4 ) of this depression, as shown by the tested pressure data and drilling fluid (mud) densities. Four typical wells in the four sags were selected to plot a correlation map of the burial depth and the pressure coefficient (Fig. 10) . Although the depth of this abnormally high pressure (the pressure coefficient is 1.1-1.5) varies, the general depth where the pressure coefficient is over 1.1 remains about 2200 m, and the depth of a transition zone with an abnormally high pressure is around 2600-2800 m. Abnormally high pressure (with pressure coefficient of 1.1-1.5) mainly occurs at the depth of between 2100 m and 3500 m, and the strong abnormally high pressure (with pressure coefficient >1.5) exists in the interval between 2800 m and 3500 m. Strata with abnormally high pressures are distributed in the central sags, near the fault belts and the central anticline belts (Fig. 11) . The pressure coefficient in the northern slope belts is higher than that in the southern slope. The highest pressure of the Es 3 M is distributed in the central sags decreasing towards the slopes around the sag margins. The abnormal pressure distribution is well identical in the under-compacted formations.
As the interfacial energy is the potential primarily related to the pore throat diameter of rock media (r 1 and r 2 ) locally, the characteristics of such energy can be illustrated by the pore throat. Organic-rich mudstone or shale in the middle section of Es 3 serves commonly as source rocks and seals, so the local interfacial energy can be 906 The concept of fluid potential and its practical application to petroleum exploration determined by the calculation of the pore throat diameter values of the reservoir and its surrounding hydrocarbon source rocks. The relative interfacial energy coefficient (Φ SI ) is presented to illustrate the interfacial energy ratio of the reservoirs to the hydrocarbon source rocks. The pore throat of mudstone is a function of burial depths. Wang and Guan (1999) investigated and measured the pore size of 2700 mudstone samples with burial depths ranging between 300 m and 4000 m. The relationship equation of the burial depth and the pore throat can be illustrated in Equation 5. The R 2 for the equation is over 0.95.
where r is the pore throat diameter of mudstone, µm, H the burial depth, m. The pore throat of sandstone is a function of the porosity and permeability of rocks. The average pore throat, porosity and permeability were measured on 219 samples from 58 wells in the Dongying Depression at varying burial depths. The relationship equation of the pore throat of sandstone versus the porosity and permeability is shown in Equation 6. The relative coefficient for the equation is over 0.9. where r' is the pore throat diameter of sandstone, µm; Φ the porosity, %; K the permeability, 10 −3 µm 2 . The burial depth and porosity are the key parameters for calculating the relative interfacial energy coefficient (Φ SI ).
Isopach maps of the relative interfacial energy coefficients (Φ SI ) of Es 3 M are drawn (Fig. 12 ). As shown in Fig. 12 , the relative interfacial energy coefficients (Φ SI ) of the sandstones in the middle part of the Es 3 member show the low values, e.g. those of the turbidite in the central sags zone (with the minimum value of < 0.1), but they are generally less than 0.5 for turbidite reservoirs, deltas and fan deltas sandstone in the slope belts.
The middle section of the Es 3 member in the Dongying Depression is taken as an example to quantitatively illustrate the control on the hydrocarbon accumulation by the geo-potential. Determined in light of the structural characteristic of the Es 3 member is the burial depth of the reservoir in the corresponding anticline as well as the minimum burial depth of the highs, and the maximum burial depth of the spill point, of the anticlines (Fig. 13) . Then, by referring to Formulas 3-6, the relative geo-potential index (Φ FI ) was calculated. By using such an index, a relative geo-potential index (Φ FI )distribution planar map was drawn (Fig. 14) . It can be seen from the map that in the central part of the sags, the relative geo-potential index values are generally above 0.7. In contrast on the margins or at the basin highs the index values are usually below 0.5. Local structural highs are distributed chiefly near Xinzhen where the Central Uplift is located. South of Chenjiazhuang there are three sporadically distributed structural highs. On the south slope of the basin there stands a developed NW-strike nose anticline. There is also a subdued structural high in the Bin'gu Well 1 block.
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Favorable exploration area prediction by application of the fluid potential concept
The favorable exploration areas in the middle of the third member of the Shahejie Formation in the Dongying Depression (Fig. 15 ) are all superimposed respectively either with local structural highs that have low potential during the principal pooling periods or with areas of low pressure and areas associated with fault pressure discharge that have low pressure energy, or with areas of low interfacial energy, or with areas of less paleo-liquid discharge that have low dynamic energy. In combination with other hydrocarbon accumulation elements including the distribution of source kitchens and the transport systems, predictions of the favorable exploration targets can be made (Fig. 15 ) including structural reservoirs, lithologic reservoirs and stratigraphic reservoirs. Overall the lithologic reservoirs accounts for the majority of the targets in the studied area, followed by the structural reservoirs with the stratigraphic reservoirs being the least. This is consistent with what has been discovered in the depression where over 90% of the reservoirs discovered are distributed in areas with both a favourable lithofacies and a low potential. However, in the fluid dynamic system, when fluid potential is applied, attention also should be paid to the fact that potential is merely potential energy that controls the reservoir pooling only when combined with the facies, sources and some transport systems. Song and Liu (2003) analyzed the distribution of fluid potential of the Tongwang fault zone, the south slope of the Dongying Depression, Bohai Bay Basin by the application of the traditional fluid potential. Song's research result shows that the distribution of the structural reservoirs and stratigraphic reservoirs are controlled by the low value of traditional fluid potential, but the lithologic reservoirs distributed in the place with extremely high fluid potential (Fig. 16 ). It is very hard to forecast the hydrocarbon distribution and the type of reservoir from the Song's traditional fluid potential application. In contrast, the favorable exploration targets can be reasonably made (Fig. 15 ) including structural reservoirs, lithologic reservoirs and stratigraphic reservoirs, by application of the relative fluid potential.
Application comparison between the traditional fluid potential and the relative fluid potential

CONCLUSIONS
The fluid potential concept of Hubbert (1953) and England (1987) provides a framework for computing the potential hydrocarbon migration and accumulation. However, the practical application of their formulas is not straightforward and can be confusing. It is proposed here that only when a potential is a differential potential energy can it constitute a motive force for hydrocarbon migration. When it is an equi-potential, hydrocarbons would not migrate. In the application of the fluid potential model to study hydrocarbon pooling, different kinds of potential, especially the relative potential and absolute energy, cannot be simply added up to obtain an overall potential. Therefore, in hydrocarbon exploration, when fluid potential is invoked, respective consideration ought to be taken for different forces to discuss the magnitude of different kinds of potential energy and their control on different types of reservoir accumulations. A complete sedimentary basin usually comprises three dynamic systems: a pressure-gradient driven or flow dynamic system, an interfacial dynamic system and a molecular dynamic system. In the application of the traditional fluid potential, it only refers to the flow dynamic system. Consideration should also be given to the interfacial and the molecular dynamic systems, because the motive force for hydrocarbon accumulation and dispersion is also affected by the interfacial tension, the molecular diffusion force, the molecular adsorption force and the molecular cohesion as dominators, which are quite different from the flow dynamic system that takes buoyancy and the formation pressure as its principal motive force in the conventional fluid potential analysis.
In the Dongying Depression, the Bohai Bay Basin, east China, over 90% of the commercial discoveries in the reservoirs within the Shahejie Formation are distributed in areas with both a favourable lithofacies and a low potential, suggesting that the fluid potential concept has great prediction potential in petroleum exploration.
